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THE SHAPE
OF WATER

Naval architect Edmund Beckett, from Burgess
New Construction, which project-managed
Jubilee’s build, says: “Yachts are becoming more
and more unique to owners and that really is the
new design trend—producing a yacht to the
exacting standards that your client requires.”
Designer Adam Lay, from Adam Lay Studios,
agrees: “Production builders are building bigger
yachts and having to offer more customization.”

Just as the design of our on-land
residence evolves season by
season, so too does the design
of a floating home from home

WINDOW ON THE OCEAN
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NEW WAVE

The new-build sector continually pushes the
limits of boat design. What was once considered
a large yacht at 180 feet is now standard, with the
benchmark set at 246 feet and over for a large
vessel. The increased size and volume has helped
evolve yacht design, and the trends that we are
seeing are akin to the demands for design in
builds on land, with space and open-plan living
a popular request. This means concepts that
may not have been possible in previous designs
have now become the norm. Take, for example
Al Lusail, built in 2017. At 403 feet long, the custom
motor yacht has a pioneering exterior design.
A section of the hull above the waterline has been
carved out, allowing for a textured finish rather
than the smooth sleekness that most similar craft
embody. Built by Lürssen, her unique curvaceous
exterior has turned heads across the industry.
Another unique new build is the Jubilee, at 361
feet. Launched by Oceanco in 2017, her unusual
structure made her the star of last year’s Monaco
Yacht Show. The man responsible for her eyecatching exterior lines was naval architect Igor
Lobanov. As the yacht was built on a platform
with tall decks, he introduced a series of imitation
ones to mask the above-average height of the boat.

TOP THREE
SUPERYACHT
SHOWS
Monaco Yacht Show

September 26–29, 2018
The grand finale of the
summer superyacht season,
this event attracts 34,000
professional visitors.

Fort Lauderdale
International
Boat Show

Oct 31–Nov 4, 2018
Fort Lauderdale is known as
the yachting capital of the
world, and this show claims
to be the largest of the year.

Palm Beach
International
Boat Show

March 28–31, 2019
With a relaxed beach vibe,
this event is one of the
top five boat shows in
the United States.

Steel and aluminum will always be the preferred
choice of materials for yacht construction, but the
introduction of structural glass has allowed boat
architecture to reach new levels. Designers can
now play with larger windows, leaving a more
aesthetically pleasing finish, both above and below
the waterline. The artistic use of glass within
interior design is also a growing trend. This can be
seen on board motor yacht Joy, built by Feadship
in 2016, where air-conditioned indoor/outdoor
zones, known as “winter gardens,” were created to
enhance the feeling of space and allow for perfect
harmony between interior and exterior.
As yachts become larger, the possibilities to
store a wide range of amenities increases. Beckett
reveals that some of the most frequently asked
questions are about water toys. “Clients are quite
specific in this area,” he explains. The impressive
garage on board 2008 motor yacht Anastasia, for
example, offers side-opening doors for easy access
to the water and her plethora of water toys, such as
Jet Skis, WaveRunners, dive suits, and tenders.
SEVEN-STAR LIVING

According to leading interior designer Sam
Sorgiovanni, lifestyle elements are popular
demands in new builds. “The most common
request today is for a wellness or spa retreat,” he
explains. “Massage with sauna, and beauty and
hair salons are just some of the asks. Typically,
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he past 18 months have been some of
the most interesting for the superyacht
industry since the pre-2008 boom. Orders
for new craft are up, leaving limited build
slots in shipyards until at least 2020. This has had
a significant knock-on effect on the rest of the
market, including the semi-custom and brokerage
sectors, but why has the new-build sector been
so popular recently? We take a look at the market,
the reasons behind the recent demand for custombuilt yachts, and how their increase in size has
affected the design of some recent launches.

Rulers of the waves:
Al Lusail has a unique
carved-out exterior
design, while Anastasia
(left) features a wellstocked garage with
side-opening doors.
Imitation decks mask
the true height of
Jubilee (below) and glass
is used to great effect
onboard Joy (bottom).
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owners expect their boats to have all the features
of a seven-star resort.” He recounts other homefrom-home requests. “On the motor yacht
Nirvana, the client wanted a terrarium with
live exotic reptiles. This proved a considerable
challenge.” Adam Lay adds to the list of client
desires: “Informality in dining areas and greater
emphasis on lifestyle and fun times. Self-serve or
dual-purpose pantry areas that enable owners and
guests to help themselves. Family enjoyment
without always having to rely on crew service.”
So it appears that the lines are beginning to
blur with other luxury industries, such as cars
and property, as a more tactile, liveable design is
applied to yacht interiors. “I often take inspiration
from the lines and details of cars, usually on a
subliminal level, more as a feel or stylistic theme
than a direct interpretation,” says Sorgiovanni.
“Going the other way, I have designed some home
interiors that are influenced by yachting. I feel
there can be a real synergy, especially for coastal
homes,” he says. “Many land-based designers have
an influence in yacht design, which is great, but I
feel the DNA of a yacht has been diluted. So often,
especially with interiors, you need to look twice
to see if it’s a house or boat interior. The days of
yachts being designed to be sympathetic to life at
sea with soft corners, lightweight materials, and
safety seem to have gone.”
Nicci Perides writes about superyachts and travel
for The Times and Telegraph Luxury, and helped
launch The New York Times Journeys website
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